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Distribution (Ersilda Vata)

Selling internationally requires research and study of every component of a country and

of course it is not the easiest. But according to Selectusa.com ,“Distribution &

Sales,2019”Selling in Italy provides new hurdles for American company representatives, but

there are no major issues. Some business procedures may differ from those in the United States,

but the majority will be fairly familiar. The retail and wholesale distribution systems, for

example, are based on small, family-run businesses. Despite this, the supermarket-type business

has grown in popularity, and there are a number of large department shops.

Companies that seek to employ distribution, franchising, or agency arrangements must

verify that the agreements they enter into are compliant with EU and member state national

legislation. According to Trade.gov,2021 Council Directive 86/653/EEC specifies some basic

protection criteria for self-employed commercial agents who sell or acquire commodities on

behalf of their proprietors. The Directive specifies the principal's and its agents' rights and

responsibilities, as well as the agent's pay and the conclusion and termination of an agency

contract. It also specifies the amount of notice to be provided and the amount of indemnity or

compensation to be paid to the agent. Companies in the United States should be especially

mindful that, according to the Directive, parties may not deviate from specific obligations.

The EU is also working to reduce payment delays. Directive 2011/7/EU applies to all

commercial transactions conducted inside the EU, whether in the public or private sectors, and is

particularly concerned with the implications of late payment. Consumer transactions, on the

other hand, are not covered by this Directive. According to Directive 2011/7/EU, a seller who

does not obtain payment for goods and/or services within 30 days of the payment deadline is
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entitled to interest (at 8% over the European Central Bank rate) as well as 40 Euro as

compensation for cost recovery.

Consumption (Brandon Coreas)

The bulk of non-food retail consumption in Italy comes from consumer electronics

followed by clothing and footwear. According to www.statista.com “ In 2020 consumption value

of non-food consumer goods in Italy reached a total of 93.5 billion euros … clothing and

footwear were also very popular among italian consumers, totaling a value of over 16 billion

euros” ( “Non-food consumer goods consumption value in Italy 2020, by category”, 2021). This

already speaks volumes in terms of how much of Italy's consumption is based around fashion

and just clothing in general. Although the Italian retail market strives with the consumption of

apparel items the country still faces struggles with the ongoing aftermath of the COVID-19

pandemic. According to www.bussinessinsider.com “Italy’s retail industry is amongst the hardest

hit sectors by the coronavirus pandemic in Europe … High margin established luxury brands

with e-commerce practices did stay afloat during the pandemic, but it was smaller family-run

artisan enterprises within the fashion center that suffered the most” (“Italy’s devastated retail

landscape”, 2020). This displays how small businesses suffered but the opportunity of online

business is certainly on the rise and this is where the Retailers of Italia can truly take advantage

and benefit.

Additionally online business has aided in the overall economic growth of Italy

particularly by booming in more exported goods. According to www.ft.com “ Italy’s booming

goods exports have become a key driver of the country’s economic recovery from last year’s

http://www.statista.com
http://www.bussinessinsider.com
http://www.ft.com
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historic recession, fueled by a rapid increase in businesses using digital technology” ( “Italy’s

economy aided by businesses pushed online by pandemic”, 2021). Ultimately the pandemic has

certainly hurt Italy’s retail market but online retailing can be considered the savior of modern

business.

Import Trade Policies & Practices (Rokiatou Bah)

Italy is one of the world’s largest economies owing to its industrial capacity. Italy’s

custom agency, Agenzia delle Dogane, enforces the regulations and customs laws, and it collects

and manages the customs duties and internal taxes (Scarpa et al., 2021). In addition, the customs

agency ensures compliance with EU legislation by carrying out activities and verification of

imported goods and taxation related to international exchange. Since Italy is a member of the

EU, it allows the circulation of goods from other members of the EU Customs Union but applies

tariffs to goods imported from third countries (Diodato & Niglia, 2017). The rates of imported

goods vary based on place of origin and the economic sensitivity of the goods.

In addition, Italy employs non-tariff barriers to imports from Italian and EU provisions.

However, the country restricts agricultural products, counterfeit, military products, and drugs

(Barone & Kreuter, 2021). In alignment with the EU provisions, Italy exercises a ban on

animal-tested cosmetics outside the EU market. If one is looking at Italy they would view this

ban as a positive thing to do morally, testing cosmetics or anything in general on animals

without proper or enough research can cause them severe damage or death. Overall, Italy’s

import policies and practices favor importing goods from the EU Customs Union and restrict

products sensitive to the country’s economy.
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Export Trade Policies & Practices (Nicole Fortune)

The United States is one of Italy’s most important trade partners, with two-way trade in

goods and services. Italy being a part of the European Union, follows EU treaties and laws.

“Under both the EU treaty’s Right of Establishment and the Friendship, Commerce and

Navigation Treaty with the United States, Italy is generally obliged to provide national treatment

to U.S. investors established in Italy or another EU member state. The two countries have

enacted an income tax agreement to prevent double taxation.” (U.S. relations with Italy - United

States Department of State, 2021).

The United States enforces export controls to protect everyone. “The Bureau of Industry

and Security (BIS) is comprised of two elements: Export Administration (EA), which is

responsible for processing license applications, counseling exporters, and drafting and publishing

changes to the EAR; and Export Enforcement (EE), which is responsible for compliance

monitoring and enforcement of the EAR. BIS works closely with U.S. embassies, foreign

governments, industry, and trade associations to ensure that exports from the United States of

items subject to the EAR comply with the regulations. BIS officials conduct site visits, known as

End-Use Checks (EUCs), globally with end-users, consignees, and/or other parties to

transactions involving items subject to the EAR to verify compliance.” (Italy - U.S. export

controls, 2021).

The Retailers of Italia would use the method of exporting directly. “Direct exporting

allows more control over the export process, potentially higher profits, and a closer relationship

to the overseas buyer and marketplace—as well as an opportunity to learn how you can boost
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your overall competitiveness.” (Barry, 2015). This approach is the best way to achieve maximum

profits and long-term growth as a company. Exporting directly will be challenging but with the

appropriate support and guidance from the U.S. Department of Commerce, state trade offices,

freight forwarders, shipping companies, international banks, and others one will succeed. The

Retailers of Italia E-Commerce website will process credit cards as a form of payment then

proceed to export directly to the consumer.
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